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Headteacher’s foreword

Whilst we always take pleasure from
seeing our students perform well and
succeed in their various extra-
curricular pursuits, such as our
debating teams doing so well in high-
level competitions this term, it is even
more rewarding to see such big
numbers of students getting involved
in our enrichment programme. This
month, in the space of 24 hours over
300 boys represented TBSHS at
football. To hold 18 fixtures against
Brentwood School over Friday
afternoon and Saturday morning
really is an incredible feat and is part
of the reason we have numerous
teams on excellent cup runs like the
Year 9 boys making it through to the
quarter-finals of the National Cup. We
also had over 60 students performing
in the Soul Lounge just before half-
term, providing another great evening
of entertainment for the highly
appreciative audience.

With five international trips over half-
term, lots of students and staff have
been kept very busy, but all have
come back with lots of interesting
stories and appear to have had a
great time. I’ve received many reports
of students conducting themselves
extremely well and saw first-hand just
how impressed the coach drivers
were on the Year 8 ski trip, informing
the boys at the end of the trip that

they’d been the best behaved and
most polite group of students they’d
ever worked with.

This week we reach another exciting
milestone in our pursuit of a new
school, as we exchange a number of
contracts relating to the move. These
include contracts with the developers
purchasing our current site, the Blues
nursery (who will be relocating to a
site at Cox’s Gardens), Herts County
Council (who will be responsible for
the delivery of the project) and
Countryside Properties (for the
purchase of the new site), all of which
will really give the go ahead for the
whole scheme.

As you’ll see below, our guest speaker
programme continues to deliver a
host of thought provoking
presentations to students, particularly
that given by Holocaust survivor,
Hannah Lewis MBE, who helped us
mark Holocaust Memorial Day by
giving a very moving account of her
personal experiences during WWII.

In our SLT assemblies this half-term
we will be practicing new hymns in
preparation for our Easter services.
As ever, parents are welcome to join
us at St Michael’s church on 30th and
31st March for those.
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We continue to be grateful to guests and friends
of the school for visiting our community to speak
with students. An appropriate guest can bring
experience, expertise and a different
perspective.

Holocaust survivor Hannah Lewis, MBE, our
most important and moving speaker each year,
visited to share her very personal, very powerful
and very poignant history. Hannah, and her
family, were the victims of anti-Semitism and
many of Hannah’s family were killed by the
Nazis. Hannah saw her mother shot by the Nazis
as her mother sacrificed herself to save
Hannah’s life. Hannah’s presentation was a
continued reminder of the importance of
remembering The Holocaust and ensuring this
evil and this history is never, ever, forgotten. On
Holocaust Memorial Day, the School as a whole
remembered. We must continue to stand against
all forms of prejudice and discrimination and we
must always remember those that suffered, and
still suffer, because of The Holocaust.

Giles Duley is another regular
guest. Having lost three limbs
whilst undertaking work as a war
photographer in Afghanistan,
Giles too has had to show
immense resilience. Giles still
travels around the world
photographing people, places and
raising awareness of issues. In
fact, his next talk after ours was at
the United Nations in New York!
Giles is, like Hannah, such a role
model. His choice of work is his
passion whilst he adjusted his
passion to give it a moral purpose.
Giles wants to make the world a
better place; this is the meaning of
Citizenship.

Guest Speakers
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Year 11 have heard from two fabulous speakers. We hope these have provided further
motivation at this important time. Ben Cook is a former student who has engaged in
epic fundraising and global adventures. He was a wonderful speaker.

Norma Symonds, Mayor of Bishop’s Stortford was a brilliant speaker too. She shared
her life story having experienced numerous challenges, and talked of her values and
motivations. She very much is “The People’s Champion” in our local area. Norma is
an extraordinary person.

More speakers will follow for different year groups during the remainder of the
academic year. If parents have any appropriate contacts or suggestions, do please
e-mail simon.etheridge@tbshs.org.

Mr Etheridge.

Guest Speakers (cont)

mailto:
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On World Cancer Day 2020, The Bishop’s Stortford High School raised over £900 for
the Helen Rollason Cancer Charity (supporting people with cancer in Bishop’s
Stortford and Essex), St. Clare Hospice, Harlow (supporting people with a terminal
cancer), the Teenage Cancer Trust (supporting young people with cancer), the Ruth
Strauss Foundation (the idea for wear it red came from the test match last year when
red was worn for this cancer charity). Students wore one item of pink or red and
donated, many donating without wearing an item, which was wonderful.

Our community of character and compassion once again shone through.

We dedicate this day to all those who suffer from, or have suffered from cancer, their
families and loved ones and all who work in the caring, medical and research
professions in this important area.

Thank you to all carers, parents and students who supported World Cancer Day at
TBSHS.

Charity
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Soul Lounge

Sincere thanks to all parents/carers and students who bought tickets and supported
Soul Lounge on Tuesday 11th of Feburary – it was a wonderful evening that showcased
the enormous number of talented musicians and singers here at TBSHS. The school
hall rocked!

Next Event - Music Festival Finalé - Wednesday 11th March
The Music Department’s next event will be the 41st Annual Music Festival Finalé on
Wednesday 11th March at 7pm. Exclusive to TBSHS, we look forward to welcoming
you to this very special and unique musical event where you will see the finest
musicians in school competing for the prestigious title of Musician of the Year and have
their name added to the school Honours Board. The standard of the musicianship
performed at the Finalé is astonishing and the evening never fails to disappoint. We’re
delighted to announce that our adjudicator this year is Lieutenant Colonel David
Barringer, MBE, Principal Director of Music, British Army who we’re sure will be
suitably impressed with TBSHS musicians. The event is not just for parents of
musicians - or those with a connection to the Music Department - all are welcome.
Adults £5/concessions £3.
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Norma Symonds, Bishop's Stortford town Mayor, spoke to all of Year 11, telling them
her life story.

What a story it was! Adopted as a baby, Norma found out that she was adopted at the
age of eight. As a teenager, after having her own baby taken away from her and then
adopted, Norma ran away to London where she experienced homelessness, poverty,
prostitution and drugs.

She told a hall of 15 and 16 year old’s, (the same age Norma was when she was trying
to find a future for herself in London) all the details of her early life and of the
challenges she had to overcome.

Norma went on to get married and have four children of her own, before becoming
interested in local politics. She told the boys how she became a town, then district
councillor, how she co-founded the Bishop's Stortford Food Bank and the Night Shelter
taking a particular interest in helping the homeless and former drug users. She is also
the only councillor who has a 'Street Name', assigned to her by some of the people
living on the street, who know she understands how they are feeling.

There followed some very mature and sensible questions, which did the boys credit
with their intelligent and considered thoughts. In fact they were still speaking about it
as they walked up the corridor.

Thank you Norma.

h�p://www.tbshs.org/NewsAr�cle.aspx?NewsID=6723

Bishop's Stortford Town Mayor
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Hockney Corridor Art

An excellent new addition to our walls.

A big thanks to Year 10 students; Isaac Agathangelou, Cassidy Fung, Joseph Haines,
Ezra Maniquis, Thomas Miller, Travis White and all others who helped in the Art Club.

The original painting is by David Hockney and depicts a landscape around Woldgate
in Yorkshire. Hopefully the first in many new works to be seen around the school. The
thing to remember about Hockney with this and similar works is that he spent most of
his life in California and has brought all of those ‘sunny colours’ back with him and
imposed them liberally on the landscape of Yorkshire.

These recent works are absolutely huge too and could be seen in London recently.

Well done guys!

Mr Thomas.
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Commendation Teas
Our Year 8 Commendation Tea was held at the end of the Autumn term so that Mrs
Boniface, then Head of Year 8, could attend her very last Tea before she left TBSHS
and our Year 7’s attended their Commendation Tea in early January.

Students were invited to partake before being commended by Mr Reeve. Twenty Year
8 students received certificates and congratulations from him for their excellent
progress and learning behaviour and he commented that he was pleased to see some
students from our previous tea, which indicated that they were consistently making
excellent progress; he was also very pleased to see students who had not attended
before.

Twenty-one Year 7’s attended their first Commendation Tea and were awarded their
certificates and congratulations from Mr Reeve, who asked that they do their very best
to try to attend again.

Students received their certificate and congratulations for their forms’ Good Citizenship
Award. Tutors were invited to write a citation as to why this student had been
nominated and Mr Reeve read these aloud to the group. He then asked that students
be proud of their achievements; many of the citations included great examples of how
the students had shown great ‘Black and Gold’ spirit.

In January, nominated students from Years 9 and 10 were invited to a formal
Commendation Tea held in the library marking the most improved academic
performance in the Autumn Term and congratulating good citizens from each year
group.

Mr Reeve commented, "the Commendation Tea celebrations were a great opportunity
for me to engage students in such a positive way. Every boy nominated for academic
progress deserved his award and some of the Citizenship nominations were really
impressive, underlining what great individual characters we have in every year group.
Being able to celebrate student's success is a great part of my job, and I look forward
to the awards next term. Many congratulations to all the boys, they should be truly
proud of their achievements thus far."

The Year 11 Tea was held in the Sixth Form Centre on Friday 24 January. This was to
celebrate their outstanding academic performance in the GCSE Mock Examinations.
Mr Reeve and Mr Stark invited sixth form students to share their experiences of
TBSHS as older students, which offered an insightful perspective on our Sixth Form.

Mrs Marlow.
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EXCELLENT PROGRESS AND
LEARNING BEHAVIOUR
7C

JJ Sathan

James Drury

Joseph Griffiths

7D

Robert Gor

Brandon Bundgaard-Antoine

Lenny Tancock

Luca Cousins

Matthew Michael

7M

James Frans

Oliver Charleswood

Harry James

7R

Kashan Johar

Sebastian Vinall

7T

Evan Badcock

Jago Watkins

Aydin Gunes

Elliott Lavergne

George Grimwood

7W

Ashley Gordon

William McFarlane

Sam Shemwell

GOOD CITIZENSHIP
7C – Luke Dunham

7D – Jack Tye

7M – Sid Welsh

7R – Gabriel Brault

7T – Louis Charity

7W – Aidan Byrne

Year 7 Commendation Tea
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AUTUMN TERM 2019

EXCELLENT ATTITUDE TO
LEARNING

8C
Aidan Blackham
Tom Kay
8M
Charlie Adamo
Rafael Espinoza Valle
Kevin Halder
Oliver Fuller
8R
Gokul Karthikeyan
Jacob Lines
Will Scutts
Abdul Arshad
8T
Ben Billson
Daniel Bird

Ivan Kechaev
Luke Rosier
8W
Aryan Armani
Lucas Dordoy
Herbie Macleod
Joseph Newman
Gabriel Wood
Thomas Kadritzke]

GOOD CITIZENSHIP AWARD

8C – Aidan Blackham
8D – Reuben Prince
8M – Thomas Collier
8M – Thomas Collier
8R – Kellan Hookham
8T – Harry Templeton
8W – Romeo Danielak

Year 8 Commendation Tea
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Year 9 Commendation Tea

OUTSTANDING ATTITUDE TO LEARNING

9C:
Alex Banidai
Stanley Cowley
William Fell
Ma� Ross
Joesph Waller
Oliver Worthy,
9D:
Charlie Economou
Joesph Lee
9M:
Robert Anderson
Neo Egbokhan
William Hale
Joshua Joseph
Edward Ma�hews
Benjamin Tanner

9R:
Calum Johnson
9T
Samuel Gosden
Charlie Haddon
Oliver Lambert
James Levi
9W:
Lewis Levi
GOOD CITIZENSHIP AWARD/UNSUNG
HERO AWARD

9C:Tom Brierly
9D: Andreas Mullen
9M: Stan Odell
9R: Jack Keegan
9T: Ethan Barnard
9W: Benjamin Mark
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OUTSTANDING ATTITUDE TO LEARNING

10C:
Gabriel Carn
Eric Queeney
Freddie Bird
Jack Bull
Ethan Guy
Jude Tanfield
10D:
Adam Cooper
Alex Payling
Thomas Walker
Donovan Wong
Talib Alkanjary
Louie Day
Georgi Petkov
10M:

Filip Janitz de la Rue
Toby Petch
Tobey Sage
Sammy Shaw
10T:
Harrison Pegg
Robin Munday
10W:
Liam Taylor
GOOD CITIZENSHIP AWARD/UNSUNG
HERO AWARD

10C: Ma� Erickson
10D: Max Porter
10M: Alex Johnson Smith
10R: Will Mitchell
10T: Ezra Maniques
10W: Thomas Coates

Year 10 Commendation Tea
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Year 11 Commendation Tea

11C
Luca Campbell
William Worth
Evan Archer
11D:
Alex Howard
Malachai Jacobs
Owen Lee
Billy Mar�n
11M
James Neil
Ma�hew Duffy
Sami Norris
11R
Robert Clatworthy
Declan Corr
Max Ivory
Max O’Reilly
Freddie Griffiths
Par�ck Nunn

11T
Ben Hepworth
Alex Salmon
Eillot Wood
George Bignall
Murray Davidson
11W
Charles Baile,
Tom Gamble,
Tom Harding,
Finn Lihoreau,
Jack Pe��er,
Nabil Shah,
TomWhite,
Jonny Philip,
Fergus Shinnick
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Year 13 Commendation Tea

On February 10th, the Sixth Form Management Team, alongside Mr Reeve were
pleased to host the Year 13 Commendation tea. The students were nominated due to
achieving their median grades in all A Level mock examinations. Each student has an
excellent behaviour record within the school and a high attendance rate. We look
forward to our next commendation tea for year 12 at the start of next term.

James Allen

Amelie Cooper

George Crimes

Boyd Dunster

Jacob Flynn

Isabelle Gooding

James Gor

George Haddon

William Heywood

Thomas Horton

Adam Mehmet

Harriett Overs

Samuel Philp

Joshua Preater

Josie Pretious-White

Joshua Schlanker

Christian Stimpson

Joshua Walker

Matthew Walker
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French Exchange Report January 2020

Nine TBSHS students, six from year 12 and three from year 10, along with Ms Yao,
flew to Chartres (50km south of Paris) on Monday 6th January. Although it is certain
that these students enjoyed their time in Paris, Versailles, as well as in the local town,
much language learning was done. Henceforth, these nine students emerged from the
trip as a bunch of significantly more confident speakers of the French language. They
all represented TBSHS to the best of their abilities, making a great lasting impression
on both their host families and Institut Notre Dame (TBSHS’s French partner school)
through the embracing of French culture and cuisine. Not only did they visit the typical
sights of Paris and Versailles, but also participated in a stained glass window workshop
as well as other more culturally enriching activities. Overall,it is more than fair to say
that these students enjoyed their week-long “extended holiday” to France and the
school will hope to continue this exchange in the years to come, despite the ever-
looming consequences of Brexit.

Ms Yao,
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GCSE History Trip - Ypres and Berlin 2020

During the February half term, the History Department ran its annual trip to Berlin for
GCSE students from Year 11 and this year the expedition again included one day in
Belgium. Our first day was spent tracking the 'chain of evacuation' that an injured
British soldier might have taken across the battlefields of the Ypres Salient. Students
were able to visit the preserved Yorkshire Trench, Essex Farm Dressing Station (where
Lt Col John McCrae wrote the iconic 'In Flanders Fields') and many other key locations,
including the jaw-dropping Tyne Cot Cemetery. There was also a moving stop at the
lesser known 'Shot at Dawn' memorial, in the little town of Poperinge - commemorating
the 346 British soldiers executed for cowardice by their own government outside the
town hall's 'death cells'. The powerful Menin Gate 'Last Post ceremony' was a fitting
end to this emotional day, with three of our very own boys laying a wreath to
commemorate the fallen.

The next four days were spent exploring Berlin and its surrounding areas in greater
depth. Our first day included a visit to the German Historical Museum to see a real-life
copy of the 1919 Treaty of Versailles. On Sunday we explored the Schloss Cecilienhof,
location of the famous Potsdam Conference in 1945, and the Allied Museum to find out
more about the 1989 Berlin Airlift. On Monday, we visited the iconic Reichstag,
followed by the spectacular Olympic Stadium (site of the 1936 'Nazi' Olympics, and
Jesse Owens' legendary’ triumphs) and, in the evening, a fascinating guided tour of the
underground air raid shelters. We also managed to squeeze in stops at Checkpoint
Charlie, Plotsensee Prison, the Resistance Museum, the Brandenburg Gate, the
Jewish Museum… and of course, an evening of ten pin bowling!

The last day of our trip was dominated by a moving exploration of Sachsenhausen
concentration camp, a powerful reminder of the evils of the Nazi regime. From the
moment we entered, through the preserved gate bearing the notorious words, ‘Arbeit
Macht Frei’, it was clear that this would be an unforgettable experience, and many
students expressed that it was this visit that will stick with them the most from the whole
week.

Special thanks go to Mr Dickens, Miss Quinlan, Miss Guerra, Mr O'Sullivan, Mrs
Kitching, Mrs Mulholland, and all of those who work so hard behind the scenes to make
these visits possible.

Ms Quinlan.
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Year 8 & 9 Military Historian Richard Knight

Richard Knight (Khaki on Campaign) History Lectures
Renowned British military expert, Richard Knight, paid TBSHS a visit on Friday 7th
February to give two fascinating lectures to Y8 & 9 historians.

Mr Knight has served as historical advisor on major motion pictures such as War
Horse, Private Peaceful, Journey’s End and most recently 1917, as well as TV
documentaries such as the BBC’s From D-Day to Berlin and When Hitler Invaded
Britain. He works with museums all across the country, and leads tours around the
battlefields of Belgium and France. Most excitingly, he is also an alumnus of our very
own Bishop’s Stortford High School!

To begin with, Mr Knight presented to those in Year 9 taking GCSE History, telling the
incredible story of how the nature of warfare has transformed across the twentieth
century. He discussed the new weapons, tactics and equipment that developed across
both World Wars I and II, exploring machine guns, gas attacks, paratroopers, and
aerial combat. This all complements the History students’ recent study of the Second
World War perfectly.

Mr Knight then spoke to Year 8 historians about the First World War, providing a vivid
introduction to the events of 1914-1918, which students will shortly be studying in their
History lessons.

In addition to his presentations, Mr Knight bought a wide range of uniforms, artefacts
and equipment to fully engage students in these two fascinating topics. Many lucky
volunteers were able to dress up in full replica gear – from British officers of the 1940s,
to German paratroopers, to the average British ‘Tommy’ of the First World War.

Miss Elizabeth Quinlan, Subject Leader for History, said: “Richard, an ‘old boy’ of the
school, has been visiting TBSHS for a number of years now, and every time without
fail he leaves the entire room buzzing with excitement. Each new generation of boys
is massively inspired by his fascinating expertise and riveting presenting style, and –
hopefully - returns to their study of our History curriculum with a renewed passion and
engagement. We are very lucky to be able to enjoy his first rate knowledge!”

Ms Quinlan.
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Richard Knight Gallery
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Enhancing Education

Parents/carers will be interested to find out just exactly how some of the monies raised
by the PTFA are being spent; so here is the latest update on how our students are
benefitting from the monies raised.

The Art department has been provided with mainly specialist art equipment that is
normally too costly to buy, allowing new painting mediums to be used at GCSE and A-
level such as oil paint and working on expensive water colour papers; these sorts of
items are beyond the curriculum funds we normally have and this will certainly have a
positive impact on our Year 11 GCSE and A-Level students.

The Business Studies department will now have a 2 year subscription to a programme
that allows students to understand and simulate the stock market which is a key part of
KS3, 4 and 5; this should certainly enliven some of their lessons with a ‘real-world’
experience of trading.

Geiger Muller tubes have been bought for Physics to allow the teaching of radiation to
all years.

Additional equipment for Mathematics has also been procured to help teach Years 7 to
13.

A digital subscription for Years 7 to 11 in MFL will now be used to assist in practising and
using French or German. These will be purchased in July so students will get a full years’
use next academic year. Also, additional equipment has been bought to allow them to
practice more oral language skills using recordings to assist in listening back. Both of
these will have a very positive impact on students’ experiences.

Students who benefit from learning support will now be able to use special electronic
pens that can help them with reading. In essence, they move the pen across the
sentence and they can hear it being read out: this has already been trialled and is a great
success.

Many, many thanks to all parents and carers who contribute to our fund raising efforts
and if anyone has any further ideas as to how we can raise money for the students, both
in the classroom and in the huge extra-curricular programme, do please let me know.

Many thanks,

Mr Pearson-Phillips.

PTFA funds.
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Debating and Public Speaking

English Speaking Union Mace Competition
For the sixth year in succession, the TBSHS debating team has reached the Eastern
Region Final of the ESU Mace competition. Proposing the motion “This House Regrets
the Commercialisation of Pride,” Year 13 students Boyd Dunster, Scott Lockie &
Christian Stimpson gave a polished performance against RHS Holbrook. In particular,
they were praised by the adjudicator for the breadth of their arguments on a complex
motion and for responding well to their opponents' points.

Also worthy of mention are the eight students who gave up their time to come along
and make sure that we were by far the best-supported of the visiting teams. Some of
them volunteered to chair debates or act as timekeepers. Alfie Aylett and Connor Davis
ran their debates with confident charm, ably assisted by Aisha Jones & Caroline
O'Prey. Thanks are also due to Will Clayden-Smith, Hannah Fitzgerald, James Gor
and Nick Parker, as well as our Minibus driver Mr Patterson.

A more detailed report on this event can be found in the News section of the school
website http://www.tbshs.org/NewsArticle.aspx?NewsID=6722

http://www.tbshs.org/NewsArticle.aspx?NewsID=6722
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Debating and Public Speaking (cont)

Cambridge Schools Competition
Two TBSHS teams travelled to the Cambridge Union for our first British Parliamentary
debating competition, to take on 38 other teams from Westminster School, the Perse
and Bedford Schools among others. Nabil Shah & Will Worthy had some experience
of this format but had never taken on sixth formers before while Year 13 students
Connor Davies & Ollie Weight were making their inter-school debuts.

Over four rounds of debating, our teams achieved 3 first places, 1 second, 3 thirds and
only 1 fourth place. Will and Nabil finished in a highly creditable 12th place, making
them the highest-placed team from a state school, while Ollie and Connor came 22nd
- a very pleasing result in their first competition.

A more detailed report on this event can be found in the News section of the school
website h�p://www.tbshs.org/NewsAr�cle.aspx?NewsID=6725

King’s College London Schools Competition
Six TBSHS students from Years 12 & 13 were up very early on a Sunday morning to
travel to our first London competition of term, at King’s College. The field of 56 teams
from London and the Home Counties was one of the strongest I have seen at a
schools’ event, with a high proportion of speakers representing ‘big name’ independent
schools such as Eton, Westminster and St Paul’s Girls. In each of our teams, an
experienced speaker was paired with a ‘novice’ making his/her competition debut.
None of them had a very successful morning, gaining only 3rd and 4th places, but
thereafter TBSHS fortunes improved considerably.

After losing to one of the eventual top six teams in the morning, Robbie Power and
Christian Stimpson picked up two 2nd places after lunch, while Caroline O’Prey & Alfie
Aylett improved with every round and narrowly gained a 1st place in their final debate,
which gained them a 42nd place finish.

A more detailed report can be found in the News section of the school website.

http://www.tbshs.org/NewsArticle.aspx?NewsID=6725
A more detailed report on this event can be found in the News section of the school website http://www.tbshs.org/NewsArticle.aspx?NewsID=6725
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Debating and Public Speaking (cont)

Imperial College Juniors Competition
This new venture by Imperial College in South Kensington was a very welcome
addition to our fixture list. It meant an early morning start for two Year 10 teams, who
joined 38 other teams from 17 schools for four rounds of hard-fought debating.

Making their inter-school debuts, Donovan Wong & Yasin Shah achieved a very
pleasing second place, ahead of teams from Winchester College and Whitgift School
while Dan Jordan & Eric Queeney’s second competition kicked off with a third place.
Both teams followed up with 2nd places in the next round.

Given that there was only one other state school team in the event, our teams had
enjoyed an extremely promising morning. After lunch, the first motion focussed on
radical campaigning methods for climate activists, with very different results for our
teams. Eric & Dan won their debate, but Yasin and Donovan had to be content with
fourth place. However, they bounced back, arguing that “Technocracy is a Better Form
of Government Than Democracy” and gaining another second place, a result matched
by Dan & Eric.

In the final table of results, our more experienced team came 10th which qualified them
for the Bronze Final. In his fifth debate of the day, Eric led off with a very persuasive
speech showing why “happy ever after” film endings do children more harm than good
and Dan backed him up with some sound rebuttal of their opponents’ speeches. They
were placed a very close second, ahead of teams from Sevenoaks School and
Winchester College.

All in all, this was a really good experience for our speakers and they deserve many
congratulations for their efforts. A more detailed report on this event can be found in
the News section of the school website

Mr Fraser.
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PTFA Quiz Night


